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intelligent

organized

Dolphins are highly intelligent beings with
self-awareness, personality and empathy
living in highly complex social
associations. They use tools, give
themselves individual names and develop
their own culture. Their success is based
on organizational ability, speed,
intelligence and strong social behavior. A
reason to use the

solution-oriented

Del-phin as a natural role model for our
company. The individual management
consulting paired with the innovative
software solution of quality-point helps to
optimize your organizational and
administrative processes, creates
transparency and shortens your path to
the successful certification of your
management system.

fast
in just 3 days to your digital
management system
Ready for use in 3 working days.
The quality management software
from qualitypoint can be quickly
and optimally integrated into your
existing system. Your current
system will be optimally
implemented digital.

easy
all modules in
one software
No unnecessary bureaucracy.
Your Office documents can be
seamlessly integrated into the
system. You do not have to
leave your existing format.

efficient
simple self-explanatory
operation
qualitypoint has been developed in
application as well as in pricing
specifically for small and medium
sized companies.

info
No matter if news, appointments, tasks or new
documents. The info tool summarizes all important
information for you comfortably. Here you will find all
due tasks and appointments at a glance. Likewise,
information on legal issues can be accessed quickly
and clearly by means of interfaces to our legal
compliance tool.

all important
information at a
glance

information about
legal issues in one
click

direct interface to the
legal compliance tool

document management
Create, Review, Share - The system easily guides you
through the use of an email-based document workflow
to publish your documents. Revisions are
automatically numbered and changes can be viewed
directly in the tasks. In addition to the multiple
selection of examiners and approvers, the system also
takes holidays and sick leave into account thanks to
the integrated substitution system.

e-mail based
document
workflow

create, review, and
share in just a few
steps

publication of
documents by read
receipt

task management
Tasks open or done? The task management ensures
order. Whether your own tasks, those of your
employees, partners or suppliers - with the overview
of tasks you create transparency and maintain an
overview. Standard, series, event and project tasks. All
tools interact with task management. This allows tasks
to be generated quickly and easily automatically.

all tasks at a
glance

guarantees
transparency and
overview

generating tasks
automatically

meetings
With this tool, you can quickly and easily send
appointment invitations and conveniently create
meeting minutes directly from the system. Other
features include inviting internal and external
people, creating and directly distributing logs,
and generating tasks directly from the meeting
tool.

create meetings in
just a few clicks

sending invitations
and logs

the meeting tool will not
let you forget anything

audit
The multifunctional audit tool developed for your
planning extends from planning, scheduling and
execution to logging including action planning
and tracking. Easily create multimedia audit logs,
including screenshots and photos, and send them
as a PDF via e-mail.

specially developed
audit tool from planning
to logging

easy creation of
multimedia audit
logs

convenient integration
of screenshots and
photos

maintenance / measuring equipment
Manage systems and measuring equipment, keep
track of maintenance and repairs, be reminded to
due internal and external checks. By linking the
given obligations with the plant permit, you
always keep your legal requirements in mind.

simple overview of
maintenance and
repairs

no surprises
regarding duties and
obligations

convenient management
of equipment and
measuring equipment

opportunities / risks
Opportunities, risks and measures: With the risk
assessment you cover all evaluation areas perfectly,
from the standard FMEA to the environmental aspect
assessment and the HACCP hazard analysis. Regular
evaluations and measures in the PDCA cycle help
you to make your chances and risks transparent and
under control.

structure of
individual risk
assessments

cover of all hazard
analyzes

regular evaluations and
measures in the PDCA
cycle

hazardous materials
Evaluate hazardous substances and create operating
instructions by means of stored H & P phrases,
pictograms and mandatory signs. Create
warehouses and suppliers without any problems.
Edit shared information centrally in the templates
and save valuable time!

simple evaluation
of hazardous
substances

preparation of
operating
instructions in just a
few steps

Convenient integration of
pictograms and
mandatory signs

We accompany
ISO systems.
Quality management according to ISO 9001 and
other standards is essential nowadays. We have set
ourselves the task of giving our customers valuable
time for value-added processes. The software is
operational within 3 days and offers modular
functions such as measuring device monitoring, an
audit tool, risk management or the management of
training certificates. As an ISO-certified company,
we are in a very good position to combine the
requirements of the management systems with the
operational practice in the company. Modern quality
management systems such as ISO 9001, 14001,
27001, 18001, 22001, 50001 are efficiently
digitized and simplified. This software greatly
simplifies preparation for certification and
recertification of these standards, and is costeffective for small businesses in particular. These
management systems help you with organizational
development (simplification of processes), deadline
tracking, operational legal certainty and are
perfectly suited for project and complaint handling.

80
Already 80 satisfied customers in Germany and
abroad rely on our software management system.
Awarded the 1st place of the
Constantinus Award 2018
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